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WEALTH

Presenting the all new

Your 24x7 Wealth Manager!
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Investment in securi�es market are subject to market risk, read all the related documents carefully before inves�ng. 
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MO TRADER PLATFORMS
Power Pla�orms for advanced trader

Available on

ab sirf #buttondabao

The Process of Robo Wealth

Click on Por�olio Insights on the app or web to 

access Robo Wealth and review your 

comprehensive por�olio summary

Get personalized insights on your por�olio across 

all asset classes to achieve higher returns with 

lower risks

Get holis�c asset alloca�on advice with details 

on ac�on required on each stock or scheme held

Click on execute if you decide to go ahead and 

restructure investments or edit if you want to 

modify the recommenda�ons as per your 

preference
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Cutting-edge features 

PROFICIENT LEARNING

The advanced model will con�nuously keep monitoring your transac�ons and build your investment 

profile to ensure your por�olio recommenda�ons are in line with your financial objec�ves. 

SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS

The platform is designed in English, Hindi, Gujarati and Tamil to give you a comprehensive view on 

your overall portfolio across asset classes. It also provides a detailed analysis on the 

positive/negative areas of your portfolio along with highlighting the sectors, stocks or schemes 

having over/under diversification, holdings in our sell recommendation & much more. 

What is Robo Wealth?

Robo Wealth is an innova�ve algorithm based wealth manager that gives personalized insights 

on your por�olio and recommends a holis�c asset alloca�on mix that is best suited for your 

profile. The new asset alloca�on will be designed to lower your risk and increase the returns vs. 

your current por�olio. What’s more, all the recommenda�ons can be executed in just one click!

This fully automated product has been developed to keep your por�olio's health in the best 

shape at all �mes.

JUDGMENT & DECISION MAKING

Since the recommenda�ons are based on an algorithm, it eliminates any kind of emo�onal bias 

which makes it an ideal fund manager. The inven�ve technology provides the holis�c asset alloca�on 

in one click, without any addi�onal cost. It also details out the recommenda�ons on each holding and 

suggests what to buy more, add new, hold or completely sell/reduce. 

FLEXIBILITY

You have the freedom and flexibility to remove any particular holding or scheme suggested by 

Robo Wealth. The smart tool will then recalculate and provide new recommendations depending 

on the newly filtered data. Though the final decision relies on you, you just have to click on execute 

and everything will be allocated as per recommendations.


